
NEW ELECTRIC 
SPREADER ATTACHMENT

The motor is mounted outside of the large hopper for easy material 
loading. It delivers a true, 120-lb. capacity to help you get the job 
done quicker, with fewer refills and improved system reliability. This 
electric spreader comes standard with a Variable Speed Control—
mounted conveniently within arm’s reach—to control the spread 
swath of up to 16 feet. 

The design of the 120-lb. spreader enables it to project enhanced 
spread coverage while maintaining perfect equilibrium using the 
on-the-fly AccuWay™ adjustment cable. The AccuWay™ adjusts the 
material flow forward or backward, which allows the operator to 
maintain a perfectly balanced spread pattern, regardless of the 
chosen material.

The mounting kit is custom designed to fit on the Classen SA30 
stand-on aerator for simple and accurate installation. No cutting, 
drilling or fabrication is necessary to secure the attachment. 

A powerful, 12-volt DC motor 

is mounted outside of the large 

hopper for maximum capacity 

and is protected by corrosion-

resistant stainless steel.

The mounting kit is custom 

designed to fit on the Classen 

SA30 stand-on aerator for 

simple and accurate installation. 

No cutting, drilling or fabrication 

is necessary to secure the 

attachment.

SPECIFICATIONS

Hopper Capacity ..................................120 lb (54 kg) Polypropylene

Hopper Cover ...................................................................Included

Hopper Screen ..................................................................Included

Spread Pattern ....................................................Accu-way System

Spread Width ....................................... 4’ to 12’ (1219 to 3658 mm)

Dimensions(L x W x H): ..19" x 24" x 23" (482.6 x 609.6 x 584.2 mm)

Motor ...........................................................................12 Volt DC

Gate Control ............................................................Hand Actuator

Ship Weight........................................................ 42.0 lb (19.05 kg)

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Now you can aerate and spread material in one pass 
when you capitalize on the versatility of the Classen 
SA30 stand-on aerator by installing an optional 
Spyker® 120-lb. commercial electric spreader. It 
features an exclusive Classen mount that provides an 
optimized impeller height for quality spreading. The 
custom package is well equipped featuring spreader 
controls conveniently located near the control panel 
for ease of operation. A powerful, 12-volt DC motor 
is mounted and protected by corrosion-resistant 
stainless steel.
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